The

Successful Path
to Commercialization

How Cloud ERP Supports Gene Therapy Companies

1 CHALLENGES

ZERO TO SIXTY IN JUST MONTHS
As a new gene therapy company, you can suddenly experience a 300%
increase in operational complexity on your path to commercialization.
You are ready to start clinical trials but:
You first have to build out your GMP manufacturing
in-house to keep pace.
You have to comply with federal regulations and
Sarbanes-Oxley (SOX) accounting standards.
You’re likely handling accounting and inventory
manually. Closes are dragging out and you’re
getting dinged on audits.
Legacy accounting and siloed platforms can’t support these new SOPs.

OBSTACLES 2

INDUSTRY GROWING PAINS

Gene therapy is experiencing a 34% annual growth rate,
but the boom can create new roadblocks for you like:
Greatly compressed manufacturing timelines.
A backlog for outsourced manufacturing.
A lack of manufacturing infrastructure, technical
staff, technology and established supply chains.

Legacy accounting and ERP can’t scale to meet these needs.

3 SOLUTION

TAILORED CLOUD ERP
You can automate complex operations with the AdaptaLogix
GMP Manufacturing Bundle—cloud ERP that unifies
financial management, supply chains, manufacturing and
distribution. You can overcome obstacles every step of the
way and bring your therapies to life.

Ramp Up Global Financials
Ensure seamless global expansion with Multiple
Entity Reporting, Multiple Currency Reporting,
Statutory Reporting, Intercompany Processing,
Elimination and Consolidations.

Optimize Financial Planning & Analysis
Reduce spreadsheet reliance and risk by automating
the Clinical Trial Expense Accrual Process with our
Pharma Bundle built on the NetSuite SuiteSuccess for
Pharma Financial Deployment platform.
Includes:
• Global Financials
• Purchasing to Pay
• Contract Expense Accrual Management
• Approvals
• SOX Compliance & Documentation

Streamline Supply Chain Manufacturing
Drive development with GMP Manufacturing Bundles on
top of NetSuite ERP/MRP to manage manufacturing
with functionality that includes GxP Material
Onboarding, Purchasing/Inventory/ Manufacturing, and
Sample Management.

Expedite Supply Chain Sales
Accelerate deployment and manage regulatory
requirements, inventory, storage, sales and returns
while integrating with 3PL companies to
warehouse, ship and handle accounts receivable.

Achieve Commercialization!
Bring your innovative therapies to life—again and again.

Automate Complex Operations

Clear obstacles on your path to commercialization—and
get your life-saving therapies to the public.
AdaptaLogix, let us be your GMP partner on the path to
commercialization. Your solution is a bundle away.
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